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CONTEMPORARY ADELAIDE

2.1 The structure of the metropolitan area
Adelaide was founded in 1836, making it over 160 years old. It is relatively small in
population, but large in area: just over one million people occupy over 76,000
hectares of land. The contiguous built-up area stretches approximately sixty
kilometres from Munno Para in the north to Seaford in the south, and from
Semaphore to Golden Grove east to west. Outlying urban areas that are effectively
part of the metropolitan area include Gawler in the north, Sellicks Beach in the south,
the Stirling ‘hills’ and Mount Barker in the southeast.
Figure 3:

Diagrammatic urban structure of the metropolitan area in 2003

To understand its structure, one must understand its evolution since European
settlement in 1836. This is detailed in Appendix 1: The evolution of the area’s
structure and character.
Briefly, Colonel Light laid out settlements at central Adelaide, Port Adelaide and at
Glenelg, linked these with wide major roads, then laid out a grid of roads at one-mile
intervals across the plains south of what is now Grand Junction Road through to
Happy Valley. Shortly after this survey, another survey laid out a mile grid of roads
through to Willunga. Some time later, two further road grids aligned to Main North
Road were laid out north of Grand Junction Road. These road systems, intended to
service agricultural areas, are now the major arterial roads for an urban leisure
economy.
As the urban area expanded beyond the Park Lands, it filled in the grids of rural
roads. In doing so it subsumed historic villages within a succession of residential
subdivisions and occasional industrial estates.
Figure 4:

The road grids in the metropolitan area

The real estate industry and town planners divide the metropolitan area into four
sectors: the centre, the north (largely north of Grand Junction Road) the south (south
of O’Halloran’s Hill) and the Hills (east of the Mount Lofty Ranges ridgelines). This
division is grounded in strong historical, social, topographical and development
pattern factors.
The central sector has a distinctive and very clear structure, largely as a result of
design given in Light’s 1839 survey. This can be expressed in a slightly simplified
way as:
1.
A central city half-way between the coast and the hills
2.
A ring of parks surrounding the central city
3.
Major roads leading from the central city to the edge of the plains and to points
beyond
4.
A grid of main north-south roads, one mile apart, occupying the remainder of the
plains, broken by the Torrens
5.
Irregular and short east-west roads to join one or more north-south roads.
Figure 5:

Diagrammatic urban structure of the central sector

The northern sector is a grid skewed at approximately 45 degrees to the cardinal
points, and hinged to the central sector’s orthogonal grid primarily at Gepps Cross.
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Figure 3: 2003 urban structure
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1850 ?
Main North Road
Approximately 30º N
1150m (0.72 mile)

1850 ?
Main North Road
Approximately 40º N
1150m (0.72 mile)

1839
Grand Junction Road
Approximately 5º N
1600m (1 mile)

1839
Morphett Road
Approximately 5º N
1150m (0.72 mile)

Area of similar road pattern
Present day arterial road
Major watercourses through
Adelaide and the approximate
coastline at the time of European
settlement (1836)
Mangrove (1836)
Swamp (1836)
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Figure 4: The road grids in the metropolitan area
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Figure 5: Central sector urban structure
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The southern sector, another largely regular orthogonal grid, is connected to the
central sector by only a few routes, which thus take on great significance.
2.2 Prevalent urban patterns
The typical elements of urban development in Adelaide from 1836 until approximately
1970 were:
A grid of straight streets
Long, wide straight streets with a formal geometry
Attached single storey shops and detached single storey houses
Industry mixed with other land uses
Residential allotments of between 500 to 800 m2
Generous front setbacks of at least six metres for houses.
This street and street block pattern applied for almost all land uses, including
dwellings, industry and retailing. However, by the 1970’s, street and block patterns
of residential areas, industrial areas and retailing became differentiated.

Figure 6:

Typical pattern of urban development prior to 1970

The typical elements of urban development from the 1970’s until recently have been:
A curvilinear street hierarchy with a large proportion of cul-de-sacs and few
connections to the surrounding arterial roads
Initially wide local streets, tending to narrow streets later in the period
‘Big-box’ shopping centres surrounded by ground-level parking areas
Industry separated from other uses
Single storey detached houses
Front and side setbacks becoming smaller later in the period.
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Typical pattern of urban development since 1970

More recently, an increased understanding of and appreciation for the traditional
urban pattern is leading to suburban development more like that prior to the 1970’s.
While pre-1970’s patterns of urban development were largely based on pre-War
patterns of walkable neighbourhoods, post-1970’s development presumed universal
car ownership and created urban areas with a high degree of car-dependence. This
is demonstrated in the map below that shows the urban areas beyond convenient
walking distance to food retailing – roughly 48% of the total built-up area.
This map considerably understates the area beyond walkable distance, as it shows
the area beyond a 400 m radius of food retailing, not the actual walking distance.
The area within a 400 m walking distance will typically be less than 60% of the area
within a 400 m radius. If a generous 60% of the 400 m radius area is walkable, then
only 31% of the total built-up area of metropolitan Adelaide is easily walkable – less
than one third.
Figure 8:

Car dependence: urban areas where daily life is based on car travel
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Data:
Areas shown are derived from intersecting
the specified Metropolitan area with selected
records from the 1999 Retail Database
published by Planning SA.
Assumptions:
Areas within a 400m straight line of a food
retailer are within easy walking distance of
daily services.
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Figure 8: Car dependence

